Abstract-Genetic improvement uses automated search to find improved versions of existing software. Genetic improvement has previously been concerned with improving a system with respect to all possible usage scenarios. In this paper, we show how genetic improvement can also be used to achieve specialisation to a specific set of usage scenarios. We use genetic improvement to evolve faster versions of a C++ program, a Boolean satisfiability solver called MiniSAT, specialising it for three different applications, each with their own characteristics. Our specialised solvers achieve between 4 and 36 percent execution time improvement, which is commensurate with efficiency gains achievable using human expert optimisation for the general solver. We also use genetic improvement to evolve faster versions of an image processing tool called ImageMagick, utilising code from GraphicsMagick, another image processing tool which was forked from it. We specialise the format conversion functionality to greyscale images and colour images only. Our specialised versions achieve up to 3 percent execution time improvement.
INTRODUCTION
G ENETIC improvement (GI) [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] uses automated search to find improved versions of existing software. We report on GI-based specialisation applied to MiniSAT [8] , 1 a popular Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solver, and to ImageMagick, 2 an open-source image processing software.
MiniSAT is an open-source C++ program. It implements the core technologies of modern SAT solving, including unit propagation, conflict-driven clause learning and watched literals [10] . We chose SAT solving as our target, because of its widespread applicability in software engineering. More specifically, we chose the SAT solving system MiniSAT because it has been iteratively improved over many years by expert human programmers. They have addressed the demand for more efficient SAT solvers and also responded to repeated calls for competition entries to the MiniSAT-hack track of SAT competitions [11] . As such, the SAT solver we seek to improve by specialisation is already highly optimised by expert programmers, and therefore denotes a significant challenge for any further automated improvement.
We use the version of the solver from the first MiniSAThack track competition, MiniSAT2-070721, 3 as our host system to be improved by GI with transplantation. Furthermore, this competition, in which humans provide modifications to a baseline MiniSAT solver, provides a natural baseline for evaluation. It also provides a source of candidate 'genetic material' (code fragments that can be transplanted), which we call the code bank.
ImageMagick is an open source C program that has been around for over 25 years. It can be used to create, edit, compose, or convert bitmap images. It can also read and write over 200 image file formats. Millions of website use ImageMagick to process images. Many plugins depend on the ImageMagick library, including, PHP's imagick, Ruby's rmagick and paperclip, and nodejs's imagemagick. Another popular image processing software, called GraphicsMagick, 4 was forked from ImageMagick in 2002 and it's still in use today.
We use the 5.5.2 version of the ImageMagick software as our host system to be improved by genetic improvement. Furthermore, we use code from the first version of GraphicsMagick. It was forked from ImageMagick-5.5.2. One of the reason's for the fork was to change coding practices to improve the tool's efficiency 5 .
1. This paper is an extension of our previous EuroGP conference paper [9] , which received the GECCO'14 Humie silver medal (http:// www.sigevo.org/gecco-2014/humies.html).
2. https://www.imagemagick.org/ Definition. The problem of program specialisation is to construct, automatically, from an original general program, different specialised versions, each targeting a specific subarea of the original program's application domain.
The motivation for automated specialisation comes from the observation that programs might have been constructed to target general-purpose solutions to whole classes of related problems [12] , [13] , [14] . Subsequently, a more specific version of the program may be required for either a subset of the original problem domain, or a slightly different problem domain than that initially envisaged by the programmer [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . The multiplicity of different platforms, devices and usage scenarios for software systems poses a challenge due to the sheer number of different specialised versions that may be required [19] .
Early work on program specialisation focused on techniques such as partial evaluation and mixed computation, which have a long intellectual heritage dating back to 1970s [20] , [21] , [22] . In a functional programming language, partial evaluation can be achieved by partial application of a function to a subset of its arguments [12] , while in imperative styles of programming language, some of the inputs to the program are fully specified (and thereby become fixed at compile time) while others remain free (to be instantiated at runtime) [15] .
Partial evaluation consists of 'hardwiring' the consequences of the fixed arguments/inputs into the program code, thereby specialising the program. Hitherto, all work on partial evaluation has focused on the application of program transformation rules to optimise the specialised program for the application sub-domain of interest [12] , [23] . This has the advantage that the resulting specialised program is correct, so long as the original program is correct and all of the transformation steps are correct. However, it means that specialisation can only find programs that result from the sequence of meaning preserving transformations, and the specialisation criterion needs to be specified as a subset of input parameters (or a predicate over these parameters [24] ). The software engineer needs to decide which of these parameters capture desired behaviour.
We seek to use GI to target a more general form of specialisation. In our approach, the sub-application domain is captured, not by instantiating particular arguments to a function call, nor by selecting fixed values for input, but by a set of test cases that capture the desired behaviour of the specialised program. This allows us to specialise according to any subset of test cases; our specialisation criterion can therefore refer to both input and output (and the relationships between them).
Using a set of test cases to capture the specialisation criterion also has the advantage that it draws the specialisation problem within reach of genetic programming [25] , [26] , on which our GI is based. By using genetic programming we are not restricted to the deterministic application of a set of meaning-preserving transformations. Instead, we can use evolution to explore the space of candidate specialised programs within a neighbourhood of the original, defined by our genetic operators.
Unlike traditional genetic programming [25] , [26] , but in common with more recent work on GI [1] , [3] , [5] , [7] , [9] , [27] , [28] , GI-based specialisation seeks, not to construct a program from scratch but rather, to improve an existing program for a specific application domain.
Multiple specialisations can be performed, thereby yielding different specific versions of a program from a single general program. We take the general SAT solver, MiniSAT, and specialise it for three different, real-world, downstream applications. Our aim is that the three GI-evolved specialised MiniSAT versions should outperform any humanoptimised general version of MiniSAT, thereby demonstrating the potential of GI-based program specialisation.
We also use a very popular image processing software, ImageMagick, and specialise it for two downstream applications. In particular, we focus on its conversion from jpg to png format function that was identified to be slow on various internet fora. 6 By allowing GI access to code from GraphicsMagick, software that was forked from ImageMagick-5.5.2, we demonstrate the potential of GI for using code from various software variants in order to specialise it for a particular application.
The goal of our approach to automated specialisation is to reduce the reliance on human software engineers as the sole means by which different specialised versions are constructed. Automated specialisation can recommend interventions (small code changes, in our case one-line changes) in order to optimise for a specialised scenario. The software engineer can then decide which of these automatically recommended interventions to adopt.
If the software engineer has high confidence in the testing process [29] , then they may simply trust the specialised version. However, provided the number of interventions is manageable, the programmer may find it reasonable to decide upon whether to accept each one on a case-by-case basis. It is therefore important that an automated specialisation approach does not produce too many interventions, yet can, nevertheless, produce nontrivial performance improvement. These observations motivate some of the questions we seek to answer in our empirical evaluation.
The primary contribution of this paper is an empirical evaluation that demonstrates that GI-based specialisation can produce multiple human-competitive specialised software versions specialised for various downstream software engineering application domains. We demonstrate this by specialising the 2009 incarnation of MiniSAT and the 2002 incarnation of ImageMagick.
We extend our previous conference paper [9] by providing further evidence for the effectiveness and efficiency of GI-based specialisation: Whereas the conference paper considered only one downstream application, the present paper extends this to three downstream applications for MiniSAT and reports the results of applying GI to specialise another piece of software, i.e., ImageMagick. Furthermore, while the conference version reported only upon the performance improvements due to GI (a subset of Research Question 1 in this paper), the present paper extends these results, reporting, in detail, on the performance of the GI process itself (RQs 2, 3, 4 and 5).
In summary, the 'delta' over previous (conference) version is as follows: MiniSAT has been specialised for two 6 . http://www.imagemagick.org/discourse-server/viewtopic.php? t=27580 additional application domains (Automated Termination Analysis of Term Re-write Systems and the problem of Ensemble Computation); each experiment has been re-run three times, varying the seed for GI; a detailed analysis of the GI process has been investigated in Section 9; an additional piece of software, called ImageMagick, has been specialised for two downstream applications.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes our approach to GI. Section 3 describes our chosen software for improvement, i.e., MiniSAT. Section 4 presents three problem classes to which we apply the proposed approach. Section 5 presents ImageMagick and the software specialisation scenarios. Section 6 describes the research questions posed. Section 7 presents our experiments, the results of which are given in Section 8. In Section 9 we analyse different aspects of our GI framework. In Section 10 we present threats to validity. Section 11 briefly outlines related work and Section 12 concludes.
GENETIC IMPROVEMENT WITH MULTI-DONOR TRANSPLANTATION AND SPECIALISATION
We describe our approach to genetic improvement (GI), which uses code from multiple authors for transplantation and specialises the genetically improved software for a specific application domain by training GI on a specific set of test cases. We use a population-based genetic programming (GP) approach. Our work extends and adapts the genetic improvement framework introduced by Langdon and Harman [2] . Since we are using a different program, we update the fitness function. We also modify just one C++ or C file which contains the main solving algorithm. However, unlike Langdon and Harman [2] , we use multiple donors and focus on specialising the program to improve it for a specific application domain. An overview of the approach for the MiniSAT solver is shown in Fig. 1 . Program Representation. GI modifies the code (in this case MiniSAT and ImageMagick) at the level of lines of source code. A notation (inspired by BNF grammars) is used to create a template containing all the lines from which new individuals are composed [2] . Such a template is created automatically and ensures that classes, types, functions and data structures are retained. For instance, opening and closing brackets in C++ programs are forced to stay in the same place, but the lines between them can be modified. Moreover, initialisation lines are also left untouched. An extract of a template for MiniSAT is shown in Fig. 2 . Header files and comments are not included in our representation. The genome used in our GP is a list of mutations (see below).
Code Transplants. We evolve the host program by transplanting lines of code from other programs [30] . GI can also modify both original and transplanted code. Thus our GP has access to both the host program being evolved, as well as the donor program(s). We call all the lines of code which GP has access to the code bank. The donor code statements are then available for mutations of the host instance, but need not be used in the same order. For example, our search may combine the first half of an optimisation from one version of MiniSAT with the second half of an optimisation from another and then specialise the resulting code to problems from a particular application domain. This re-use and improvement of existing developer expertise is critical to the success of our technique.
Mutation Operator. A new version of a program (i.e., a new individual) is created by making multiple changes to the original program. Each such mutation or, in other words, update is either a DELETE, REPLACE or COPY operation. The changes are made at the level of lines of source code (with a special case for conditional and loop statements), which are picked at random from the code bank. A DELETE operation simply deletes a line of code, a REPLACE operation replaces a line of code with another line of code from the code bank and COPY operation inserts a line of code from the code bank into the program. In the case of conditional and loop statements, we focus on and modify their predicate expressions. 7 For instance, the second part of a FOR loop (e.g., i<0) can only be replaced with the second part of another FOR loop (e.g., i<10) and any IF condition can be replaced with any other IF condition. Examples of the three mutation types are shown in Fig. 3 .
Initial Population. The initial population is generated at random. Each individual in the initial population consists of a single mutation, i.e., either a DELETE, COPY or REPLACE operation, selected at random. Three examples of such single-mutation individuals are presented in Fig. 3 .
Crossover Operator. We represent each individual as a list of mutations, which we call the edit list. This representation allows our technique to apply to programs of significant size [31] , since we do not keep the whole of each version of the program in memory-just a list of changes. When creating individuals for the next generation, a crossover operation simply concatenates two individuals from the current population by appending one list to another. The first parent is chosen based on its fitness value while the other is chosen uniformly among those individuals from the breeding population, as in previous work [2] .
Fitness Function. We evaluate the fitness of an individual in terms of a combination of functional properties (those related to software correctness) and non-functional properties (those related to performance, quality of service, etc.) by observing its performance on SAT instances. Before the GP starts, the training set of SAT instances is divided into five groups by difficulty, which we measure in required solving time and instance satisfiability. 8 In each generation one test case is sampled uniformly from each group (or 'bin' following terminology in [2] ) and all individuals are run on the five selected test cases, following previous work. This sampling helps to avoid over-fitting. To evaluate an individual, the corresponding list of changes is applied to the original program and the resulting source code is compiled, producing a new SAT solver that can then be executed (individuals that fail to compile are never selected to be parents of the next generation).
To guide the GP search toward a more efficient version of the program, our fitness function takes into account both solution quality (in our case whether an instance is satisfiable or not) and program speed. We note that it will vary depending on the software application to be improved. For internal fitness calculations, efficiency is measured in terms of lines of code executed based on simple counter-based program instrumentation. The use of line counts (instead of CPU or wall-clock times) avoids environmental bias and provides a deterministic fitness signal. Therefore, we can use test cases that require a few seconds to compute. For the final presentation of our empirical results, timing measurements in seconds are also presented (see Section 8) .
Selection. The GP process is run for a fixed number of generations with a fixed population size. After the fitness of each of the individuals is calculated, the fittest half of the population is chosen, filtered to include only those individuals that exceed a threshold fitness value. We focus on exploiting high-quality solutions, and thus our fitness threshold is set to select those individuals that either (1) return the correct answer in all cases, or (2) return the correct answer in all but one case and produce the correct answers at least twice as quickly as the original solver as measured in terms of the number of lines of code executed.
Next, a set of offspring individuals is created using crossover on those selected from the current population. Also a new mutation is added to each of the parent individuals selected to create offspring. Both crossover and mutation are applied with 50 percent probability. If mutation is chosen, one of the three operations (i.e., REPLACE, COPY and DELETE) is selected with equal probability. If mutation and crossover do not create a sufficient number of individuals for the next generation, new individuals are created consisting of one mutation (selected randomly). Finally, the fitness of the newlycreated individuals is calculated, as described above, and the process continues until the generation limit is reached.
Filtering. We have observed that many program optimisations are independent and synergistic. As a result, we propose a final step that combines all mutations from the fittest individuals evolved and retains all synergistic edits. Exploring all subsets of edits is infeasible. Our prototype implementation uses a greedy algorithm. Each mutation from the best individuals from our experiments is considered separately. We apply each operation to the original program and evaluate its fitness. Next, we order the mutations by their fitness value 9 and iteratively consider these, adding only those edits that increase fitness. Other efficient techniques, such as constructing a 1-minimal subset of edits [32] , are possible.
SAT SOLVING IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
The Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) is the problem of deciding whether there is a variable assignment that satisfies a propositional formula. An example formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) is: ðx _ yÞ^:z, where x, y and z are Boolean variables; this formula is satisfiable, e.g., by the following assignment: x ¼ 1, y ¼ 0 and z ¼ 0, while z ¼ 1 makes the formula unsatisfiable. Many problems involving constraints can be encoded into CNF efficiently [33] , thus allowing SAT solvers to be used on a wide range of problems. 7. In the case of a DELETE operation we replace the predicate expression with '0'.
8. The first group of test cases contains fast satisfiable SAT instances; the second group contains fast unsatisfiable instances; the third group contains satisfiable instances that require more time to solve; the fourth group contains unsatisfiable instances that require more time to solve; the fifth group contains a mixture of SAT instances requiring the most amount of time to solve.
9. Note that since each individual is represented by a list of edits (or mutations) and at the filtering stage we consider one mutation in turn, we use the word 'mutation' and 'individual' interchangeably.
Due to the developments in the early 2000s SAT solvers have become extremely efficient [34] and hence new application domains emerged, including problems in software engineering (SE). It would be infeasible to mention all the work in SE that uses SAT solvers, thus we will only mention a few problem domains. SAT solvers have been widely used in software and hardware verification. They improved the scalability of symbolic model checking, an important technique in verification [35] , [36] , by acting as backend solvers in the state-of-the-art model checkers. SAT solvers have also been used for finding optimal solutions for test suite minimisation [37] as well as optimal combinatorial interaction test suites [38] , [39] , [40] by translating the whole problem instance into SAT. Other applications involve test suite prioritisation [41] and software product line engineering [42] . Moreover, work on a SAT-based constraint solver won the ACM SIGSOFT Distinguished Paper award at the International Conference on Software Engineering 2015 [43] .
MiniSAT is a well-known open-source C++ solver for SAT. It implements the core technologies of modern SAT solving, including: unit propagation, conflict-driven clause learning and watched literals [10] . The solver has been widely adopted due to its efficiency, small size and availability of ample documentation. It is used as a backend solver in several other tools, including Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) solvers, constraint solvers (for solving Constraint Satisfaction Problems-CSP), Answer Set Programming (ASP) systems and solvers for deciding Quantified Boolean Formulae (QBF). MiniSAT has also served as a reference solver in SAT competitions.
In the last few years progress in SAT solving technologies involved only minor changes to the solvers' code. Thus in 2009 a new track has been introduced into the SAT competition, called MiniSAT-hack track. In order to enter this track one needs to modify the code of MiniSAT. This solver has been improved by many expert human programmers over the years, thus we wanted to see how well an automated approach scales. We used genetic improvement in order to find a more efficient version of the solver. In our experiments we used the version of the solver from the first MiniSAT-hack track competition-MiniSAT2-070721.
PROBLEM CLASSES
SAT solving has a wide range of applications ranging from model checking through planning to automatic test-pattern generation [34] , [44] . Moreover, over 1,000 benchmarks are available from SAT competitions. 10 These are divided into application, random and crafted categories.
We focus on three real-world problem domains to which SAT solving has been applied. Moreover, a wide range of benchmarks is available for each of the problem classes chosen. These include easy instances, solvable within seconds, that can be used within our GI framework during fitness evaluation. The three SAT problem classes have also been used by Bruce et al. [45] to optimise MiniSAT for energy consumption.
Combinatorial Interaction Testing
SAT solving has recently been successfully applied to Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) [38] , [39] , [40] , allowing us to experiment with GI for specialisation to that problem domain. CIT is an approach to software testing that produces tests to expose faults that occur when parameters or configurations to a system are combined [46] . CIT systematically considers all combinations of parameter inputs or configuration options to produce a test suite. However, CIT must also minimise the cost of that test suite. The problem of finding such minimal test suites is NP-hard and has attracted considerable attention [47] , [48] , [49] , [50] , [51] .
SAT solvers have been applied to CIT problems [38] , [39] , [40] but the solution requires repeated execution of the solver with trial test suite sizes, making solver execution time a paramount concern. We follow the particular formulation of CIT as a SAT problem due to Banbara et al. [38] , since it has been shown to be efficient.
Automated Termination Analysis
Program termination is one of the most important properties of software. Even though the problem is undecidable in general, there are techniques that can determine if certain programs will terminate automatically. There has been a lot of research in the area of termination analysis of term rewrite systems (TRS) [52] . Many programming languages can be translated into TRSs, thus making tools for termination analysis of TRSs very popular. From 2006 SAT solvers have been used to automate certain TRS termination techniques [53] , and now they are a key technique in the field [54] .
One of the systems for automated termination proofs of term rewrite systems is the Automated Program Verification Environment (AProVE). 11 We use SAT benchmarks obtained using this system that were also submitted to SAT competitions in 2007, 2009 and 2011. 12 
Ensemble Computation
SAT solving is used outside software engineering as well. Thus we include another application in order to also investigate wider applications of genetic improvement for SAT solving beyond software engineering.
SAT representation is a natural fit for modelling problems relating to logical circuits, for example, testing circuit equivalence. In real-world circuits a key issue is minimising the number of elementary computations for a given task. This problem generalises to finding the smallest Boolean circuit that computes multiple Boolean functions simultaneously. The Ensemble Computation problem is to decide whether a certain number of arithmetic gates suffices to evaluate all the computations on the required subsets of input variables [55] , [56] .
Recently a SAT encoding has been introduced to model the problem of deciding whether a given ensemble has a circuit of given size [56] . A generator of such instances is provided at: http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/jazkorho/sat2012/. The website also provides a set of challenge instances that are yet to be solved. 10 . See http://www.satcompetition.org.
11. See:http://aprove.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/index.asp?subform =home.html.
12. SAT benchmarks obtained with AProVE that we used are available at: http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/C.Fuhs/.
Image processing deals with transforming an image to create a new image, for instance, to increase the image quality or reduce it's size. There exist hundreds of different image file formats that offer different trade-offs. Image manipulation is very important, since images can be used for various tasks. These can range from posting holiday images on one's blog to storing medical images, such as MRI images.
ImageMagick, one of the most popular open source software suites for image processing, is able to process over 200 different file formats. It can animate an image sequence, compare mathematically and visually annotate the difference between an image and it's reconstruction. It allows for conversion between the various image formats as well as image resizing, blurring, flipping and other. It can display and report on the characteristics of the input image. It can also create a composition of images by combining several separate images.
GraphicsMagick, forked from ImageMagick at the end of 2002, is a popular alternative to ImageMagick. There are plenty of web articles and blogs comparing both tools. They have similar functionality, yet their efficiency might vary significantly depending on the type of images being processed. We envision that GI could combine the two programs to create a hybrid that would work best for all image conversion tasks. In our experiments we focus on a specific functionality, namely, conversion from jpg to png, that was reported to be slow by users of ImageMagick.
Our chosen version of ImageMagick, i.e., 5.5.2, is an incarnation of software that has been around for over 10 years. Even though the GraphicsMagick fork occurred partly to improve software's efficiency, the core functions have largely remained the same between the two projects at the time of the fork. Therefore, this version is already highly-optimised by expert human developers. As mentioned before, we will use GI to improve efficiency of the jpg to png file conversion. We use two sets of images for specialisation: greyscale and colour images.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The primary research questions for any technique that seeks to provide automated support to software engineers concern the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed technique. Therefore, our first research question investigates this for GIbased specialisation.
RQ1, Effectiveness and Efficiency. What is the effectiveness and efficiency of GI-based specialisation?
This question consists of two subquestions, concerned with effectiveness and efficiency. The effectiveness of GIbased specialisation concerns the degree to which it can create improved specialised versions:
RQ1a, Effectiveness. Can genetic improvement find faster specialised software versions than any general version developed and optimised by expert human programmers?
The efficiency of GI-based specialisation is simply the computational cost of the specialisation process:
RQ1b, Efficiency. What is the computation cost of the specialisation process?
Note that a specialised version, once constructed, will be used multiple times. Therefore, the overall approach remains useful, even where efficiency gain for each execution of a specialised version is considerably smaller than the computational cost of producing it. However, the computational cost will, nevertheless, determine the ways in which GIbased specialisation can be used in practice. Given the complexity of the task in hand, it seems unreasonable to expect specialisation to be instantaneous, but it will need to be fast enough to incorporate into a development cycle (for example, taking no longer than an overnight build, in practice).
If our approach to GI-based specialisation proves to be sufficiently efficient and effective to be potentially useful, then this serves as a proof of concept. However, the nature of the specialisation process immediately raises a number of important subsidiary questions, concerning the factors which may influence the quality and performance of GIbased specialisation; questions to which we now turn.
Clearly, the larger the code bank, the larger is the potential search space of possible program mutations. We therefore investigate the relationship between the size of the code bank and the performance of genetic improvement: RQ2, Code Bank Size. How well does the genetic improvement approach perform depending on the size of the code bank?
Our GI-based specialisation uses a post-processing filter to find the best individual mutations from all GI runs for each problem class. The outcome of this filtering process is the final set of modifications to be recommended for the original program in order to improve it. This set of modifications needs to be small enough to be practical, if the genetic improvement technique is to be used as a recommendation system (which recommends 'specialisation interventions' to the software engineer). This motivates our next research question:
RQ3, Number of Modifications Required. Does our filtering technique produce the most efficient solver variants when compared with the ones evolved directly by genetic improvement and how many interventions are recommended?
One would expect the specialisation technique to behave differently for each downstream application. If the same intervention is required for each and every application, then the specialisation technique cannot truly be said to be specialising. This motivates our fourth research question:
RQ4a, Specificity. Are the changes produced by GI problem-specific?
RQ4b, Generality. Are the changes produced by GI general efficiency improvements?
Finally, since our approach uses computational search as the primary mechanism for identifying improvements, there are a number of natural questions that arise concerning the computational search strategy. These are addressed in our final set of related research questions:
RQ5a, Fitness Function. What is the impact of the trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness in fitness function on finding a specialised software version using GI?
RQ5b, Comparison to Random Search (Sanity Check [57] ). How does the chosen search strategy compare with random search?
RQ5c, Genetic Operators. What is the impact of various mutation and crossover operator rates on GI efficacy?
In order to provide answers to the research questions posed we conduct several genetic improvement runs described in the next section.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We present details of the genetic improvement framework used in our experiments.
Host & Donor Programs. We evolve MiniSAT2-070721, in particular the C++ file containing its main solving algorithm (i.e., the Solver.C file). This version was used as a reference solver in the first MiniSAT-hack competition, organised in 2009. Unless otherwise noted, we use MiniSAT and MiniSAT2-070721 interchangeably. The main solver algorithm involves 478 of the 2,419 lines in MiniSAT. For our experiments we use two donor programs, which altogether provide 104 new lines of source code. The first donor is the winner of the MiniSAT-hack competition from 2009, called "MiniSAT 09z". We refer to this solver as MiniSAT-best09. The second donor program is the "MiniSat2hack" solver, the best performing solver from the competition when run on our CIT and AProVE specific benchmarks. 13 In order to conform with notation in our previous work [9] we refer to this solver as MiniSAT-bestCIT.
We also evolve ImageMagick-5.5.2. 14 We used callgrind 15 and gprof 16 to profile ImageMagick and find the most time consuming part of the code when converting from jpg to png file format. We found that majority of the time is spent in the jpeg.c file, in it's ReadJPEGImage function, hence we target it for specialisation. Unless otherwise stated, we use ImageMagick and ImageMagick-5.5.2 interchangeably. We use GraphicsMagick-1.0 17 as the donor program. This is the first version of the software based on a fork from ImageMagick. We use GraphicsMagick-1.0 and GraphicsMagick interchangeably. ImageMagick's ReadJPEGImage function contains 414 lines of code (of 1,426 in the jpeg.c file). By transplanting code from GraphicsMagick, the genetic improvement process has access to overall 439 lines of code.
Test Cases. Real-world SAT instances from the combinatorial interaction testing area can take hours to run. Thus we evaluate MiniSAT performance on a set of synthetic CIT benchmarks. Using the encoding of Banbara et al. [38] , we translated 130 CIT benchmarks into SAT instances. 18 We kept the number of values for each of the parameters the same in every instance. This allows us to verify observed results against public catalogues of best known results [48] . We use about half of these CIT benchmarks in the training set (which is divided into five groups, as discussed in Section 2) and used the rest in the verification set.
We chose 56 real-world SAT benchmarks from the automated termination analysis field (based on runtime), 24 of which are used as our training set. Once again we use execution time to define instance difficulty and divide the training set into five groups, where the second and fourth group contain unsatisfiable instances only, while the first and third contain only satisfiable ones.
Instances for the problem of finding efficient circuits for ensemble computation have been produced using the instance generator provided (see Section 4.3). A subset of benchmarks from the 'smallest' category available on the website is also used. The test set contains altogether 50 test cases, half of which are used by GI.
In each of the three cases we use execution time to define instance difficulty and divide the training set into five groups based on that measure. The largest instances in the training sets contain over 1 million SAT clauses. Nevertheless, MiniSAT is able to produce an answer for each of these within two minutes on the desktop machine used.
We evaluate ImageMagick's performance on five sets of greyscale and colour images. Each set consists of 20 images coming from the following five sources: geometric shapes used in previous work by the authors, 19 face images taken from University of Massachusetts 'Labelled Faces In The wild' dataset, 20 'Pasadena Houses 2000' dataset used by the Computational Vision Group at California Institute of Technology, 21 images of galaxies posted by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory 22 and a set of personal photographs showing scenes from everyday life. 23 As in the case of MiniSAT, we divided the images based on their type into 5 groups. In each generation we randomly sample an image from each group to avoid over-fitting. We specialise ImageMagick for two cases: greyscale and colour images. In the first set of experiments with ImageMagick we use 100 randomly selected greyscale images, 20 for each image type (i.e., house, galaxy, face, geometric shape, personal) in the training set. We randomly select another 100 for the test set. We repeat this procedure for the second set of experiments were we use colour images.
Code Transplants. In our experiments the source code of high-level human optimisations targeting a generic benchmark set serve as donor code and are selected and recombined with novel changes to produce a specialised host SAT solver. Adding a donor statement X to the code bank is equivalent, in terms of the search space explored, to adding IF (0) X to the input program in a preprocessing step.
In our previous work [9] we obtained the best results when using the best version of MiniSAT for the CIT domain as the donor. Thus we first evaluate which version of the solver is best for the three problem classes. Next, we use that version of the solver as the donor and run the GI framework. In the second experiment we add all three MiniSAT versions to the code bank in each case. We repeat all GI runs three times.
In the case of ImageMagick, we use code from GraphicsMagick as the donor code. In all experiments code from GraphicsMagick is in the code bank along with the original 13 code from ImageMagick. We specialise the conversion from jpg to png by modifying the ReadJPEGImage function.
Software Comparison. SAT instances produce either a 'Satisfiable' or 'Unsatisfiable' result. Therefore, output comparison of the original MiniSAT and the modified one is easily comparable. We note that we also check that the satisfiable answer returned by the evolved solvers is also correct.
As far as ImageMagick is concerned, we first specialise it for the set of greyscale images without allowing for any variation in the quality of the png image produced. We use the Mean-Squared Error metric for our comparison, frequently used for image comparison. 24 The fitness function takes into account values for all the RGB dimensions produced by the metric. We also investigate the trade-off between image quality and efficiency gain. Therefore in the next experiments, we allow for 50 percent difference in each of the red, green and blue values according to the MSE metric. We repeat these experiments for colour images. Each of the four GI runs is repeated three times and the best results are reported.
We compare our evolved software with both the host and donor programs in each of the experiments. We call our evolved software MiniSAT-gp and ImageMagick-gp, respectively. Finally, we refer to the software that results from our post-processing filtering step (see Section 2) as MiniSAT-gpcombined and ImageMagick-combined, respectively.
RESULTS
To evaluate the efficacy of our technique, we evolve improved and specialised versions of MiniSAT and ImageMagick and compare them to human-improved SAT solvers and ImageMagick, respectively, in terms of both runtime cost and solution quality.
When specialising MiniSAT we conduct two sets of experiments for each application described in Section 4, varying the donor code bank. When specialising ImageMagick, we vary the image quality threshold in the fitness function for both greyscale and colour images. Each GI run is repeated three times (with different seed for mutation and crossover). The results are reproducible if the same seed, GI framework, population size and number of generations are used. While internal fitness calculations are measured in terms of lines of code executed, all final results are presented in terms of CPU time data based on runs on a Dell OptiPlex 9010 desktop with 8 GB RAM and a single 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7-3770 CPU in the case of MiniSAT and a 1.6 GHZ Lenovo 3000 N200 laptop with an Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 2 GB of RAM in the case of ImageMagick.
The GI framework was run with a population size of 100 for 20 generations. In each generation in the MiniSAT set of experiments the top fitness value was shared by up to 75 individuals. Note that individuals with the highest fitness among all generations might not always be the best, since in each generation a set of test cases is picked at random from the training set. Therefore, we used the following strategy to identify the best evolved solver: pick the best solver in each generation based on the total number of lines executed; evaluate these evolved solvers on the whole training set; select the one that requires the least number of lines to be executed as the best overall evolved solver. As before, we used the lines of code execution measure to determine the best evolved solver to avoid environmental bias.
We note that the best individual in terms of runtime might still be missed. However, we will get deterministic results. The same approach was used to evaluate each mutation (and combinations of mutations) during the filtering stage. In all experiments the compilation rate (using MiniS-AT's and ImageMagick's provided Makefile) was high, between 68 and 95 percent. This high compilation rate results from our use of a specialised notation for edits, which prevents syntax errors, which was previously used by Langdon and Harman [2] . An example of which is shown in Fig. 2. 
MiniSAT: Combinatorial Interaction Testing
In our previous work we identified "MiniSat2hack" solver as the best performing solver from the MiniSAT-hack track 2009 competition when run on our CIT-specific benchmarks. In order to conform with notation in our previous work [9] we refer to this solver as MiniSAT-bestCIT.
Transplanting from MiniSAT-bestCIT
In this experiment the code bank contained source code both from the original MiniSAT solver as well as MiniSATbestCIT. It was re-run three times varying the random seeds for genetic operators. To pick the best solver from the three GI runs, each of the evolved versions was run 10 times on the whole training set. Average runtimes were used to establish the best solver.
Runtime comparison with the fastest evolved solvers (called MiniSAT-gp each) for all 130 benchmarks used for the CIT problem domain is shown in Table 1 . The best evolved version of MiniSAT is, on average, 1 percent faster than the original solver. Given that the best solver in our previous experiment [9] provided 17 percent improvement, this shows the importance of producing repeated runs.
It is unclear what impact certain mutations have on the solving process. However, we identified that 3 out of 6 line deletions simply removed assertions, which are indeed not needed in the solving process. This optimisation is rather trivial. These can be easily removed from the GI process by removing assertions from the code bank, so that GI searches for efficiency gains elsewhere in the code. Moreover, 6 out of 11 loop condition replacements have not introduced any important changes to the code, for example, i++ was substituted with i++.
The performance of our evolved version and the humanwritten version are not much different. Changes made by the GI process are shown in Table 2 .
Transplanting from MiniSAT-bestCIT & MiniSATbest09
In the second experiment for the CIT domain we added the version of MiniSAT that won the 2009 MiniSAT-hack competition to the code bank. We repeated the GI run three times and used the same evaluation criteria as in the previous experiment.
In contrast to previous work [9] this led to a faster version of MiniSAT than when only MiniSAT-bestCIT donor was used. The evolved version improved MiniSAT runtime by 15 percent as shown in Table 1 . Details of the changes in this best evolved solver are presented in Table 3 . The IF statement condition replacement triggered 95 percent of the code from MiniSAT-bestCIT donor, modifying the conflict analysis stage of the SAT solving process. The same change was discovered by GI run in our previous work [9] .
Combining Results
Many mutations in the best evolved individuals are independent, that is, different one-line mutations, as shown in Fig. 3 , occur in various software versions. Thus our approach based on filtering holds out the promise of combining the best parts of all variants discovered.
In the previous experiment the GI identified a 'good change': a one-line modification that allowed 95 percent of the code of MiniSAT-bestCIT donor to be executed. Even though the GP process produced individuals containing such a change, other mutations within all such individuals caused slower runtime or compilation errors.
We use our filtering technique described in Section 2 to combine the best mutations. We started with the individual composed of one mutation with the best runtime performance in terms of lines of source code executed and iteratively added mutations from the next performant individual. Only changes that decrease the number of lines executed and preserve correctness (in terms of output validity on the set of test cases) are retained. We tried all 27 mutations from the best two solvers evolved in the previous experiments.
The resulting 'combined' solver is on average 16 percent faster than the original MiniSAT, as shown in Table 1 . In total, this version involved 7 evolved mutations. Details of all the mutations selected are presented in Table 4 and in Fig. 4 . Note that new donor code was instrumented by means of IF (0) statements and marked with /**/.
The one IF condition replacement is the one that led to 15 percent speed-up in the second experiment. Two line deletions were one-line assertion removals. The other two corresponded to: deletion of a subtraction operation on a variable used for statistics; and removal of clause optimisation which removes false and duplicate literals. The last two changes remove conditions that check if the solver is in a conflicting state.
By combining the synergistic optimisations found in the three best evolved individuals, our approach produced the fastest specialised SAT solver for CIT among all solvers developed by expert human programmers that were entered into the 2009 MiniSAT-hack competition.
Since small benchmarks were chosen for the training set, the evolved individual might not scale to larger problems. Manual inspection suggests that optimisations relevant to large instances may not be retained, but a systematic evaluation on separate instances is left to future work. However, we note that the evolved individual retained required functionality on all the instances that were held out for verification, even though it was not exposed to any of them during evolution.
Ideally, we would like genetic improvement to be used as part of the build cycle, to recommend improvements to the software engineer. In the Combinatorial Interaction Testing case, the one IF condition replacement (leading to 15 percent speed-up) would be put forward as a recommended software change given its significant impact on solver performance.
The execution times are those for a standard desktop computer. Practising software engineers will likely have more powerful computational resources available for their build process, and we can expect engineering improvements to improve the performance of our implementation, which is mearly a research prototype. Therefore, we believe these results provide encouraging initial evidence that the computational time required by GI-based specialisation would allow it to be incorporated in many practical software engineering build processes.
MiniSAT: Automated Termination Analysis
We ran all solvers from the MiniSAT-hack track competition on the benchmarks obtained from the AProVE termination analysis tool. We identified that the best solver for this set of instances is "MiniSat2hack", that is, the same solver that is the best human-developed solver for the CIT domain, hence we use it as the donor again.
Transplanting from MiniSAT-bestCIT
We conduct three GI runs, varying the random number seed. By using runtime averages over the whole training set we determine the fastest evolved solver out of the three runs. The best evolved version is 2 percent times faster than the original MiniSAT solver, as shown in Table 5 . Mutations present in the best individual are given in Table 6 . Note that 49 percent of the mutations are DELETE operations. Given that only 2 percent runtime improvement was achieved, we suspect that a lot of these mutations might actually have no impact or even a negative impact on solver performance. These might also delete functionality not covered by test cases. This hypothesis will be tested at the filtering stage when we combine best mutations from evolved individuals.
Transplanting from MiniSAT-bestCIT & MiniSATbest09
In the next experiment we added MiniSAT-best09 donor to the code bank. When specialising for CIT, addition of new code led to a version of MiniSAT that was best overall for the CIT domain. However, for the AProVE domain the reduction both in lines of source code executed as well as runtime has not been significant as shown in Table 5 . Mutations occurring in the best evolved version of the solver are presented in Table 7 .
Only two mutations were present in the best evolved solver version. One assertion was removed. The FOR loop condition replacement actually had no impact on runtime, since the expression i++ was replaced with i++ from a different line of code.
Combining Results
We use our filtering process for greedily combining mutation from the best evolved solvers from the two experiments. This technique leads to a solver that is 4 percent faster than the original MiniSAT on the set of instances from Automated Termination Analysis of Term Re-write Systems problem class as shown in Table 5 . The mutations retained are shown in Table 8 .
Out of 85 mutations, 16 were retained. These were: 10 assertion removals; deletion of a variable assignment to 0; removal of three addition operations on variables used for statistics; and deletion of two if conditions checking if the solver is in a conflicting state. Each individual change led to less than 1 percent improvement with top 5 being assertion removals. Therefore, it would be up to software developers whether additional time gain is worth getting rid off these assertions.
MiniSAT: Ensemble Computation
A SAT encoding of the problem of whether a given circuit computes an ensemble consisting of only SUM or OR gates was only proposed as recently as 2012 [56] . In our experiments for this problem domain we used the winner of the MiniSAT-hack track from 2009, since it turned out to be the most efficient out of the human-developed versions of MiniSAT available in the competition. Results for the best evolved MiniSAT versions obtained in the experiments described below are presented in Table 9 .
Transplanting from MiniSAT-best09
In the first experiment MiniSAT-best09 and the original solver were used as donors. We conducted three GI runs with different pseudo random number seeds. Once again average runtimes on the whole training set were used to determine the best evolved solver from the three runs. The evolved MiniSAT version is 33 percent faster on the whole Ensemble Computation set as shown in Table 9 . The evolved mutations are presented in Table 10 .
The best versions of solvers evolved in the three experiments contained one mutation that was responsible for the biggest runtime improvement. It removed a line of code in a CASE statement that led to reversing the polarity mode of MiniSAT. When an unassigned variable is picked by the solver for assignment, MiniSAT sets it to false by default. The one line removal changed that decision to true. This change is non-trivial, given that only around 30 percent of literals in all instances are positive, i.e., satisfied by assigning value true to them.
Moreover, 55 percent of the mutations in the best individual are deletion operations, a lot of which remove dead code. Note that by instrumenting the solver with IF (0) statements, to introduce new code as described in Section 4, we introduce code that is never executed. The GI process is able to discover the unused lines of code.
Transplanting from MiniSAT-bestCIT & MiniSAT-best09
By allowing GI to have access to code from all three solver versions, a MiniSAT version was evolved that is 36 percent faster than the original as shown in Table 9 . Details of mutations in this best individual are presented in Table 11 . Again the best individual contained replacement of a line of code in the CASE statement that reversed polarity of MiniSAT. On about a third of the 50 test cases the best evolved version produced worse runtimes than the original solver, but the advantage of reversed polarity for the rest of the instances compensated for this loss.
Combining Results
Finally, we applied the filtering step to the two best solver versions evolved in our previous experiments. The resultant solver is 30 percent faster than the original, Mutations present in the combined version of the solver are shown in Table 8 . From a total of 160 mutations only 39 decreased the number of lines executed. After adding each of them in turn (according to the minimum number of lines executed) and checking whether the number of lines decreases, 31 of the 39 mutations remained, shown in Table 12 .
Interestingly the best evolved solver in this experiment is 6 percent slower than a previously evolved version, as shown in Table 9 . Thus we suspect there exist a mutation or a set of mutations that executes fewer lines, but eventually leads to increase in runtime. Another explanation would be existence of a certain combination of mutations that provide better improvement when applied concurrently rather than individually.
We have looked at all the 31 mutations. Most of these were assertions or operations on statistical variables removals. We identified three mutations responsible for the slowdown: two removed a call to a method, REMOVESATISFIED, that removes clauses that are already satisfied, while the third caused the main loop in that method not to be executed. These three changes accounted for a slowdown, since information for the satisfied clauses is still maintained, thus they are unnecessarily processed during the search process. To verify our findings, we removed the three mutations from the evolved solver and run it on our test set. This version achieved 37 percent speed-up over the original solver.
This finding triggers the question whether there should be a human-in-the-loop in the GI process, so that they could identify parts of the program that should be left unchanged by evolution. Alternatively larger test cases could have been chosen, however, this might not guarantee that all optimisations for large instances will be retained and the overall runtime overhead would be worth it. Ultimately we can recommend individual changes to the code and leave it for the software engineer to decide which should be deployed. For example, polarity mode switch would be suggested for the Ensemble Computation problem class.
ImageMagick: Grayscale Images
We used two profiling tools, gprof and callgrind, to identify the most time consuming part of ImageMagick when used for converting jpg to png images. We identified the ReadJPEGImage function in the jpeg.c file to be the target for GI optimisation. In all experiments the code bank contains the original code from ImageMagick and additional code from GraphicsMagick from its jpeg.c file. Each GI run was re-run three times varying the random seeds for genetic operators.
Transplanting from GraphicsMagick
We ran two sets of experiments for greyscale images. In the first one we only allowed GI-modified versions of ImageMagick to move to the next generation, if the output png was the same as the one produced by the original software. We say that the fitness threshold is set at 0 percent. In the second set we allowed for 50 percent difference in the output image RGB values, using the mean-squared error metric. We say that the fitness threshold is set at 50 percent.
Runtime comparison with the fastest evolved software for all 100 greyscale testset benchmarks used is shown in Table 13 . All versions of the software that are reported in Table 13 produce identical output as the original software. The best evolved version of ImageMagick is, on average, 3 percent faster than the original software. Interestingly, 25 percent reduction in the number of lines executed is achieved. This is because GI removes lines in a for loop that is used very frequently. In particular, if statement conditionals are removed from inside the loop. The condition evaluation might be quick, yet the if statement body is never actually executed, hence doesn't contribute much towards runtime.
The performance of our evolved version and the humanwritten version are not different in a statistically significant sense. Changes made by the GI process are shown in Tables 14 and 15 .
Interestingly, only 2 of 12 line deletions in the first experiment (with fitness threshold 0 percent) and 1 out of 16 line deletions in the second experiment (with fitness threshold 50 percent) removed an assertion. Most of the code removed was composed of assignment statements. The impact of those changes is, however, unclear.
Combining Results
As in the case with our experiments with MiniSAT, we note that many mutations in the best evolved individuals are independent. We use a filtering strategy to identify the best mutations.
We started with the individual composed of one mutation with the best runtime performance in terms of lines of source code executed and iteratively added mutations from the next performant individual. Only changes that decrease the number of lines executed and preserve correctness are retained. We tried all 110 individual mutations from the best two ImageMagick versions evolved in the previous experiments (4 were the same). 20 of these caused a reduction in lines used. The biggest one was caused by one-line deletion that seems to update a pointer offset from an IndexPacket variable. We conjecture that either the update never happens or the action is immediate hence does not influence the overall runtime significantly.
We also investigated runtimes of the individuals composed of single-line mutations. None of these produced a faster version of software when compared with the original. ImageMagick consists largely of if statements and for loops. The mutations that led to improvment in terms of lines used modified a statement within a for loop or disabled an if condition. Since the png images produced by mutated software did not vary from the one produced by original ImageMagick, we conjecture that those if conditions evaluate to false in the original software. GI-modified software simply avoids unnecessary checks. Therefore, shows potential for improving legacy software.
ImageMagick: Colour Images
We repeated the set of experiments outlined in the previous section with a different training set. This time we focused on colour images and the jpg to png conversion functionality of ImageMagcik as before. We also used two fitness functions. Only those individuals that produced a valid png image that was identical to the output of the original software were moved onto the next generation. To allow GI to explore a larger search space we relaxed this condition by allowing 50 percent difference in the RGB values when comparing using the MSE image comparison metric. In both experiments GI evolved versions of software that preserve image output characteristics. We report on the fastest of such ImageMagick software variants in Table 16 .
Transplanting from GraphicsMagick
In both sets of experiments we use GraphicsMagick as a source of the donor code. Mutations produced by the two best evolved versions are presented in Tables 17 and 18 .
Neither of the best evolved individuals, in terms of lines used, led to runtime improvements. It is worth mentioning, however, that an if statement that was previously in GraphicsMagick was transplanted into ImageMagick. However, that mutation did not lead to any statistically significant runtime improvement.
Combining Results
Finally, we evaluated each mutation from the best individuals in turn. However, since none of them produced runtime improvments on the test set, we did not proceed with the filtering step as in the case of MiniSAT.
Summary
We summarise our findings and answer the following research question posed at the beginning of this paper.
To sum up, we found MiniSAT solver versions achieving between 4 and 36 percent runtime improvement. We verified these results with uninstrumented versions of MiniSAT (without source code calculating lines of code, IF(0) statements etc.). We manually inserted changes produced in the final evolved solver versions into the original Solver.C file and noted only up to 2 percent discrepancy (based on averages over 20 runs).
Additionally, these automatically evolved solvers are faster than any of the general purpose human-optimised general solvers from the first edition of the MiniSAT-hack track competition for the three applications investigated.
Efficiency gain of ImageMagick was less significant. The best individual achieved up to 3 percent runtime improvement. However, the number of executed lines by the best evolved version of ImageMagick reduced the number of lines by 25 percent.
This thus provides an answer to RQ1a, that is, genetic improvement can find faster specialised software versions. The efficiency improvement can, however, vary.
Answering RQ1b, in the Combinatorial Interaction Testing case, each run of the genetic framework took 9 hours, while for the other two problem classes each GI run took just under two days. The reason for this runtime difference is that the instances from the Automated Termination Analysis and Ensemble Computation sets that were used for training simply take longer to run than the CIT instances. This shows that the efficiency of GI is highly dependant on the training set. Since significant improvement was achieved for CIT, we believe that using small instances is enough to apply the GI framework. However, evolution might target certain optimisations for large instances. This poses a challenge to the current GI framework. Evaluations of ImageMagick on 100 small images (less than 1 MB) took 5 hours each. This raises the question of trade-off between the GI effort and potential optimisation gains.RQ2, Code Bank Size. How well does the genetic improvement approach perform depending on the size of the code bank?
Furthermore, Tables 1, 5 and 9 provide an answer to RQ2, namely, the size of the code bank has negligible impact on the performance of the genetic improvement framework. In particular, a more efficient version of the solver was found when larger code bank was used in the Combinatorial Interaction Testing case, but the reverse was true for the Automated Termination Analysis problem class. By allowing GI access to a larger code bank, we enlarge the search space for possible changes. Therefore, efficient optimisations from other software variants might be harder to find. One could approach this problem by either adding weights to the code that's transplanted, so that it is mutated more frequently, or increase population and generation size. Further research needs to be done to address this issue.
Experiments conducted for the Ensemble Computation problem class provide an answer to RQ3. Our filtering technique does not always produce the most efficient solver variant when compared with the ones evolved directly by genetic improvement. In that case, as shown in 9, the filtering step produced a less efficient program than the one evolved directly by the genetic improvement approach. In the case of ImageMagick, the runtimes of the best evolved individuals were almost identical with the run of the original software.
Overall, in all experiments there were certain generalist mutations such as assertion removals and deletion of operations on variables used for statistics (such as learnt clauses counter). However, GI also found a few domainspecific changes. For the CIT domain, transplantation of functionality from another MiniSAT variant turned out the most fruitful, whilst polarity mode switch was the most effective for the Ensemble Computation domain, as shown in Section 8. This switch was not efficient for the CIT and Automated Termination Analysis as shown in previous work on energy optimisation of MiniSAT using genetic improvement [45] . In the ImageMagick experiments, different mutations were promoted, depending on whether greyscale or colour images were targeted for conversion optimisation. Answering RQ4, the genetic improvement approach produces mutations that are problem-specific, but is also able to evolve changes leading to general efficiency improvements.
ANALYSIS
Next we report results of modifying various aspects the genetic improvement framework. We focus on the experiments involving MiniSAT only, since the evolved solver versions showed a range of efficiency behaviour based on the seed to the GI process and the downstream application.
Tuning the Fitness Function
We investigated various fitness function parameters to answer the following research questions: RQ5a, Fitness Function. What is the impact of the trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness in fitness function on finding a specialised software version using GI?
Before we set the fitness in our experiments, we varied the trade-off between efficiency and correctness (and did not use donor transplantation technique) in order to identify a fitness function that would guide GP towards faster (but still correct) individuals. We performed GP runs with the following sets of fitness thresholds: 1) the evolved individual must be at least as quick as the original solver 2) the evolved individual must be correct in 2 out of 5 test cases and must be at least as quick as the original solver 3) the evolved individual must be correct in 3 out of 5 test cases and must be at least as quick as the original solver 4) the evolved individual must be correct in 4 out of 5 test cases and must be at least as quick as the original solver The answer to RQ5a is as follows: in cases 1), 2) and 3) the individuals with highest fitness values were those that always produced a SATISFIABLE or UNSATISFIABLE answer. In those cases the DELETE mutation was used the most frequently. The functionality of the solver algorithm was being switched off, leaving just the 'return SAT-ISFIABLE' or 'return UNSATISFIABLE' statements. Similar results were obtained in experiment 4), however, at least a few correct individuals were created, but their performance was statistically similar to the original, producing better runtime results for only 2 percent of instances.
We also performed a comparison with random search by switching off individual selection based on fitness value in our GI framework. After five generations the search produced entire populations of individuals that simply did not compile or produced errors and thus had zero fitness, which answers RQ5b. The result of the experiment conducted is shown in Fig. 5 . By using a fitnessguided selection strategy we were able to evolve multiple individuals that met the fitness threshold and were faster than the original program.
Tuning the Genetic Operation Rates
We also asked:
RQ5c, Genetic Operators. What is the impact of various mutation and crossover operator rates on GI efficacy?We have noticed that frequently a few mutations have a huge impact on MiniSAT performance. Therefore, we tried the following mutation and crossover rates: {mutation: 75 percent, crossover: 25 percent} and {mutation: 25 percent, crossover: 75 percent}. However, none of these experiments led to a version of MiniSAT that was better than the one evolved in the work described in Section 8. This answers RQ5c. It is unclear when crossover would be helpful in GI work. Given the result by Gabel et al. [58] about software uniqueness, it is possible that at least 6 one-line changes need to be made to have a significant influence on runtime. In the current setup crossover plays a major role in the number of mutations in individual software variants. Further investigations into the impact of crossover and mutation in genetic improvement work needs to be undertaken. Another issue is the choice of genetic operators. Perhaps a more fine-grained mutation, that provided expression-level changes, would yield better results. Deep parameter tuning work would be suggested as a future direction [59] . 
Test Case Selection
In our previous work we produced a version of MiniSAT that was 17 percent faster on instances from the CIT application domain [9] . However, some mutations did not scale to large real-world CIT instances. Thus we re-ran the GI framework with larger instances. This experiment has taken proportionally longer to run and has not produced a faster version with more generalisable mutations. Best results were obtained efficiently with small test cases.
Moreover, mutations produced by our GI framework are at the source code level, hence are easily readable. Therefore, programmers can then decide which changes should be applied.
Current GI process relies heavily on the assumption that the test cases capture the desired software behaviour. Therefore, more work is needed to help the developer decide which ones to select for the GI process.
Output Validity
Since program correctness is measured by the pass rate of test cases, the evolved version might potentially not be valid on other, non-tested cases. However, we verified each solution produced by the final evolved solvers using the EDACC verifier tool available from SAT 2013 competition website: http://www.satcompetition.org/2013/downloads.shtml. Furthermore, for the CIT domain, for example, output validity can be checked in polynomial-time; it is the time to generate CIT test suites that is an issue.
Hence, depending on the application, it might be beneficial to have a program that is, say, 30 percent faster, but correct in 9 out of 10 cases (as long as output can be verified efficiently). Multi-objective optimisation could be applied to investigate the various trade-offs.
Furthermore, GI-generated changes have already been adapted into development. Langdon et al. [60] sped-up a DNA sequence mapping program using GI. The generated edits were submitted to the software development team, who incorporated these into the next software release. This shows that GI can already serve as a recommender system for software developers. Furthermore, since certain mutations produced by the GI framework are non-obvious to human developers, an automated approach that could verify such changes would overcome the issue of validity. Another idea would be to introduce an automated rollback functionality.
Masking Effect
In Section 8.3.2 we observed that if an individual contains a mutation that greatly increases it's fitness value, it may also contain mutations that actually hinder solver performance and still be selected in the next generation. One way to avoid this, would be to dynamically adapt the fitness function, based on fitness of the best individual found so far. Another idea would be to employ a hill-climbing algorithm instead of genetic algorithm in the search process. However, strict hill climbing could miss individuals where certain combinations of mutations lead to program speed-up.
Search Strategy
We used genetic programming within our GI framework to find specialised program versions. Plots of the mean fitness values in three of our six experiments (with 0-fitness value individuals excluded) are shown in Fig. 6 . Given that there isn't an obvious increase in fitness value with the number of generations and that there exist individual mutations that lead to a significant runtime improvement, as shown in Section 8, a question arises whether the GI framework could benefit from another search strategy, such as hill climbing. Furthermore, the graphs show that there's little gain to be had in later generations. Perhaps deep learning strategies could be used to obtain a more fine-grained fitness function that would lead to better results with the genetic programming approach used. It would be good if the fitness function could be specified based on the application. As solution quality and speed should not have the same priority always for all applications.
Benchmark Structure
The best improvement was obtained for the Ensemble Computation problem class. For this set of benchmarks the winner of the 2009 MiniSAT-hack track competition was the best human-developed version of the solver, in contrast to the other two problem classes. Given that the biggest runtime improvement was obtained by simply switching the polarity mode of MiniSAT from false to true, one might argue that the instances from the Ensemble Computation class simply contain more positive literals than negative ones. This is, however, not the case.
Even though the general SAT problem is NP-complete, SAT solvers are generally extremely fast at solving industrial instances. It has been shown that such real-world benchmarks usually contain a small set of variables, that once set correctly, make the rest of the instance easily solvable. These are known as backdoors [61] . Perhaps reversing the polarity mode caused the backdoor variables to be set to correct values more quickly than when using the default settings.
More recently, a strong connection was found between MiniSAT's runtime and graph modularity of SAT instances, denoted by Q [62] , [63] . In particular, SAT instances with 0:05 Q 0:13 are much harder to solve for MiniSAT than others. Industrial instances were found to have high graph modularity, frequently above 0.3. We calculated the Q values for all instances used in our experiments using SATGraf. 25 For the CIT instances, the mean Q value is 0.24; for the AProVE instances, the mean Q value is 0.46; while for the Ensemble Computation class the mean Q value is the highest: 0.52. Given that several CIT instances had Q values in the 'hard-to-solve' range, the 16 percent improvement achieved by our GI approach (see Table 1 ) shows great potential for using transplantation as means of specialising software.
Code Bank
In our work we used code that has been developed by expert human programmers. Several software variants were available from the competition devoted to optimising MiniSAT. The question arises what is a good source for the code bank. As shown in previous work on bug fixing, the original software is a good source of such code (the 'plastic 25 . SATGraf tool is available at https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/ vganesh/EvoGraph/Download.html. We used the 'cnm' algorithm. surgery hypothesis' [64] ). We advocate that our approach for software specialisation generalises to instances where one has access to multiple software variants. Where such variants do not exist, we cannot apply the transplantation approach. However, software variants can be found, for instance, in software revision histories or related projects (multiple pieces of software performing the same task, e.g., in open-source repositories). We picked an example of forking for the second set of experiments to show another area where the approach can be applied to.
THREATS TO VALIDITY AND LIMITATIONS
Our experiments show that, indeed, it is possible to automatically modify existing, highly-optimised code, in order to achieve runtime improvements. We used genetic improvement with software transplantation to achieve this. The range of results varies, depending on the downstream application and software of choice, of course. We have only reported results for two applications and a total of five downstream specialisation scenarios. More research is required to investiage the degree to which these generalise.
Genetic improvement is a new research area, hence there are not yet any guidelines in terms of how to setup a GI framework to evolve an optimised software version effectively and efficiently. In the previous section we mentioned several issues that might influence the success of genetic improvement techniques for runtime improvements. We presented empirical data, yet there is more work to be done.
The set of test cases that preserve software behaviour is not yet well defined. Furthermore, many programs do not come with test suites that provide good coverage. Therefore, the approach would not be immediately applicable.
One needs to consider each software improvement framework separately. In the case of MiniSAT, we were able to quickly verify the output of software. A SAT instance can be either satisfiable or not and we used benchmarks for which satisfiability is known. In the case of ImageMagick we chose a particular image comparison metric. However, one might argue that image quality might be sacrificed, for example, by 1 percent, if the software can process images much faster than the original software. The number of test cases needed for GI also requires further understanding of the genetic improvement process.
Traditionally, small mutations are applied to the code in the form of one-line copy, replace and delete operations. These have shown some success, including in this work, yet further research needs to be done into at which level of granularity the changes should be made. Another question relates to the crossover rate. In the MiniSAT experiments, the earlier generations produced the best results. The trend was reverse for the ImageMagick software.
Finally, output validity was measured by the number of test cases passed as a proxy for correctness in the fitness function. We argue that GI can draw here from the literature on genetic programming. However, we hope that the GI techniques will also investigate other search-based techniques in the quest of exploring the vast space of possible software mutations.
RELATED AND FUTURE WORK
Our approach to program specialisation is based on Genetic Improvement. GI uses computational search to improve existing software while retaining its partial functionality. GI has been successfully used to automate the process of bug repair [28] , in which the improved program has one or more bugs fixed that were present in the original program. The achievements of genetic programming to improve existing programs (by patching their bugs) has led to an explosion of interest in automated program repair [4] . It has also been successful in other areas of software engineering, such as reverse engineering [30] .
GI described here is a specific instance of the application of evolutionary computation to software engineering problems [65] , an area that has come to be known as Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE) [66] , [67] , [68] , [69] . SBSE has been applied to many problems in software engineering such as project management [70] , requirements engineering [71] , design [72] , [73] , testing [29] , [74] , [75] , maintenance [76] , reverse engineering [30] , refactoring and code smell detection [77] , [78] , [79] . Whereas many areas of SBSE target software engineering processes and non-codebased aspects of the overall software system, GI targets the source code itself, so it is a form of source code analysis and manipulation [80] .
GI has been used to improve non-functional properties of relatively small laboratory programs [5] , [7] , [27] , as well as larger real-world systems [2] , [3] , [81] , [82] , [83] , [84] . It has also been used to automatically migrate a system from one platform to another [3] , to improve energy consumption [45] , [85] and to graft novel functionality into large existing systems [86] , [87] , [88] .
Previous work on genetic improvement was concerned with a single program; the program to be improved. Code is extracted, perhaps modified and then reinserted back into the program at a different location. In most cases, the code to be inserted is taken from elsewhere in the original program [2] , [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [27] , [28] , [81] , but can also come from other programs written by human programmers [89] , or be grown from scratch by genetic programming [86] , [87] .
Our focus is on transplantation from multiple programs for specialisation. This is an important departure from the previous literature in GI. As a result of multiple transplantation, GP is no longer concerned with a single program to be improved, but multiple donor programs, from which code can be extracted to help guide genetic improvement. The idea of code transplantation using GP was proposed by Harman et al. [30] and first implemented by Petke et al. [9] . In subsequent work, Barr et al. successfully transplanted a feature from one program into another using genetic improvement [89] . Program transplantation is a general approach (taking code from one human-written system and inserting it into another), but here we use it for GI-based specialisation.
The idea of transplanting code to improve its behaviour has also been investigated in the context of replacing legacy code with external components [90] , [91] , [92] , [93] . Our approach could also be applied to this problem. Furthermore, it is more flexible in terms of granularity of the changes. For example, just one line of code from the donor could be transplanted using GI.
The goal of improvement adopted here also differs from that of most previous GI work, which focused on improving functional properties (by bug repair [4] and grafting [86] ) or non-functional properties (such as execution time [2] , [3] , [5] , [7] , [27] , [81] , [82] , [83] and energy consumption [6] , [45] , [85] , [94] , [95] ).
In all of this previous GI work, the full functionality of the original program (notwithstanding any buggy behaviour) was to be retained in the genetically improved version of the program. By contrast, we explore GI's potential to specialise a program to a particular application domain. The specialised program need not retain the full functionality of the original. Therefore, it can optimise, outperforming the original program for the specific task for which it has been evolved.
In preliminary experiments with MiniSAT [96] , optimisation through genetic improvement of general SAT competition instances was conducted. However, this approach led to only very modest runtime improvements of up to 2 percent. Using transplantation from various different versions of MiniSAT, we have been able to use GI-based specialisation to achieve a (human-competitive) improvement of 17 percent for the specialised application subdomain of Combinatorial Interaction Testing [9] . Here we extend our previous work [9] to show that MiniSAT can be specialised for multiple downstream application subdomains and add results for another piece of software, i.e., ImageMagick.
GI-based specialisation shares the goal of previous work on partial evaluation [12] , [13] , [14] . That is, both GI-based specialisation and partial evaluation seek to produce, from an original general program, multiple specialised versions that target some subset of the original's application domain.
However, the criterion for specialisation, the techniques used to specialise, and the specialised programs that result from each of the two approaches are all very different. That is, unlike partial evaluation, GI-based specialisation uses evolution, in the form of genetic programming, to search for specialised programs, whereas partial evaluation uses a sequence of meaning preserving transformations. The specialisation criterion for partial evaluation is a subset of inputs, or some predicate over the input space, where as for GI-based specialisation, the specialisation criterion is captured by a set of test cases (inputs and the corresponding desired output). Partial evaluation is also deterministic, whereas GI-based specialisation presented in this work is inherently stochastic, since it is based on evolutionary computation.
The vast majority of current genetic improvement work relies on a genetic programming algorithm. This has proven very successful in the automated program repair work [28] .
However, GI can also use other SBSE approaches in order to search the space of different software variants. These, however, are yet to be tried.
We have chosen the original program to be the test oracle [97] , determining the output corresponding to each input, and thereby constructing the test cases that guide genetic programming. This means that each specialisation targets some sub-problem within the overall problem space attacked by the original program. However, our formulation of specialisation as a problem for GI allows us to apply specialisation to problems where the specialised program must behave differently to the original program.
This could be useful in situations where the original program is not only too general for a particular problem (and therefore unnecessarily slow), but where it also fails to quite fit the specialised problem; the original program needs to be specialised and (slightly) adapted. By careful inclusion of a few additional test cases (that capture the desired new behaviour) we may be able to specialise the program and simultaneously adapt it, using the same GI-based specialisation process advocated here. It is worth noting that there is a time cost associated with setting up and running the GI framework. Investigation of this specialise-and-adapt problem and its efficiency remains an open challenge for future work.
CONCLUSIONS
We evolved specialised versions of the C++ program, MiniSAT, and ImageMagick, image processing software, using genetic improvement with transplants. Genetic improvement specialised MiniSAT for three particular hard problem classes and ImageMagick for two different types of images.
The MiniSAT-hack track of SAT competitions is specifically designed to encourage human scientists and engineers to adapt and develop MiniSAT code to find runtime improvements, and hence lead to new insights into SAT solving technology. The competition provides a natural source of genetic material for code transplants, as well as a natural baseline for assessing the competitiveness of the GIspecialised versions against the general versions optimised by expert humans.
We applied GI-based specialisation to three problem domains: Combinatorial Interaction Testing, Automated Termination Analysis of Term Re-write Systems and the problem of Ensemble Computation. The evolved MiniSAT versions achieved between 4 and 36 percent runtime improvement on our test set over the best general solver optimised by humans. For all three problem domains, the evolved solvers outperform all of the general human-written solvers entered into the 2009 MiniSAT-hack track competition, when applied to problems from the specialised domain.
We also applied the genetic improvement approach to ImageMagick. We targeted optimisation of the JPG to PNG conversion function. We used code from GraphicsMagick, that was forked from ImageMagick. That code was used as a pool of source code from which to draw candidates for transplantation. The best evolved individual achieved a 3 percent runtime improvement with respect to the original software. Future work may explore relaxed forms of equivalence that woud permit greater degrees of speed up.
We believe that these findings provide compelling evidence to support the claim that GI-based specialisation is a promising approach to automated program specialisation. We also believe that more research needs to be done into finding optimal GI setups for a given software application.
